A viewpoint-dependent aftereffect occurs after prolonged viewing of a stimulus of a particular orientation, with the result that the test image is perceived to be facing away from the adapting orientation. Prior psychophysical work has led to the suggestion that the visual brain encodes a limited range of viewpoint information with regard to complex images. In this study, we investigated whether familiar faces were susceptible to a viewpoint aftereffect. Familiar faces are believed to be represented in a view-invariant manner, whereas unfamiliar faces are represented in a viewpoint-dependent manner. Adaptation to both familiar and unfamiliar faces influenced the perception of viewpoint of subsequent face images. However, category-specific transfer of a repulsive viewpoint-dependent aftereffect was observed with unfamiliar faces. Our results suggest that neural networks that mediate viewpoint information are also involved in view-invariant representation of familiar faces.
Introduction
Multiple encounters with faces rarely occur from identical vantage points in real-life situations. However, humans are often able to recognize the face of a familiar person despite significant changes in viewpoint. The ability to recognize faces from different viewpoints is limited when the observer is not familiar with the face (Burton, Bruce, & Hancock, 1999; Hancock, Bruce, & Burton, 2000; O'toole, Deffenbacher, Valentin, & Abdi, 1994) . This differential ability to recognize familiar and unfamiliar faces across different viewpoints has led to the suggestion that they are represented in qualitatively different ways in the brain. Familiar faces are believed to be represented in a viewinvariant or abstract manner whereas unfamiliar faces are represented in a viewpoint-dependent manner (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton et al., 1999; Eger, Schweinberger, Dolan, & Henson, 2005; Hill, Schyns, & Akamatsu, 1997) .
It has been postulated that facial familiarity is acquired largely through two processes-multiple exposures to a face and acquisition of semantic information about the face (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton et al., 1999; Pourtois, Schwartz, Seghier, Lazeyras, & Vuilleumier, 2005) . In experimental settings, familiar faces are often equated with famous faces whose semantic information can be easily retrieved (e.g., the face of an actor or a well-known politician). In this context, the representation of a familiar face is believed to be linked to semantic information about the identity of that face. Therefore, the abstract nature of representations of familiar faces may be partly due to a strong cognitive link to semantic information that is separate from visually driven perceptual information. Representations of unfamiliar faces, on the other hand, are more dependent on viewpoint because they are reliant upon images obtained from prior encounters. The viewpoints from which these encounters occurred may then determine how perceptual representations of unfamiliar faces are formed.
The abstract nature of familiar face representations is emphasized in several cognitive models of face processing (Bruce & Young, 1986; Ellis, 1992; Valentine & Bruce, 1986) . One influential model has been proposed by Bruce and colleagues (Bruce & Young, 1986; Burton et al., 1999) in which representations of familiar faces are composed of different units or nodes, with each node being responsible for processing different types of information, including visual structure of the face and its identity. Among the nodes is a pool of cognitive units that is responsible for familiar-face recognition, known as Face Recognition Units (FRUs). A notable feature of FRUs is that they are view-independent.
Recent findings from neuroimaging studies report distinct patterns of activation in response to familiar and unfamiliar faces. Familiar faces produced a greater response in several brain areas, including the left anterior middle temporal gyrus (Gorno-Tempini & Price, 2001) , as well as other areas in the left hemisphere (Leube, Erb, Grodd, Bartels, & Kircher, 2003; Paller et al., 2003) . Interestingly, it appears that areas sensitive to changes in viewpoint are different for familiar and unfamiliar faces, possibly reflecting the different weights associated with viewpoint-relevant information in facial representations. Pourtois and colleagues (2005) conducted a study in which different images of familiar and unfamiliar faces were shown. They reported that repeated presentations of unfamiliar faces with varying viewpoints produced selective repetition decreases in a medial portion of the right fusiform gyrus, whereas repeated presentation of familiar faces from different viewpoints produced a similar pattern of responses in the left middle temporal and interior frontal cortex. These results reinforce behavioral data as well as current models that suggest distinct encoding of viewpoint information of familiar and unfamiliar faces.
One way to explore the behavioral relevance of viewpoint-dependent versus viewpoint-independent representations is through a classical adaptation approach. Recently, Fang and He (2005) showed that adaptation to complex images of a particular orientation produced an aftereffect that altered the perception of viewpoint. Their viewpoint aftereffects were obtained with objects within the same categories and were greater when the adapting and test images were of the same object or identity. What is particularly noteworthy is that they obtained similar results with unfamiliar faces, suggesting that neural assemblies that encode this information are susceptible to viewpoint-dependent stimulus adaptation. The question then remains as to whether a similar phenomenon arises with familiar faces, which has not been previously examined.
Based on currently accepted theories of abstract representation of familiar faces, we hypothesized that familiar faces are not susceptible to a similar viewpoint-dependent aftereffect as was shown to be the case for unfamiliar faces. If so, then the question arises as to the nature of the aftereffect with familiar faces and whether it applies across alternate exemplars within the same category. We show here that use of a selective adaptation procedure produces view-dependent aftereffects with familiar faces that are distinctly different than those with unfamiliar faces, suggesting that neural assemblies that process viewpoint information are recruited in the representation of familiar faces.
Methods

Participants
Six undergraduate students from McGill University participated in each experiment (2 males, mean age of 21 for experiment 1; 1 male, mean age of 21 for experiment 2). Participants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was reviewed and approved by an institutional ethics board for human psychophysical studies. Written consent was acquired from each participant prior to the experimental session.
Apparatus and stimuli
All stimuli were presented on an LG flat-screen monitor with 1024 · 768 resolution and 85 Hz refresh rate. The stimuli were presented on a uniform grey background of 18.6 cd/m 2 . The presentation sequence was programmed in MATLAB software using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997) . A chinrest was used to stabilize head position at a distance of 57 cm from the monitor surface.
Face images were acquired from the Max-Plank face database (http://faces.kyb.tuebinggen.mpg.de). Adapting and test face stimuli were created by projecting the 3-D images onto a two-dimensional plane with different in-depth orientation angles. Adapting stimuli were face images oriented 30°to the left or right. The degree of orientation of the adapting stimuli was chosen based on a previous study on objects and unfamiliar faces (Fang & He, 2005) , which reported the maximum viewpoint-dependent aftereffect to occur at this orientation value. The test stimuli included images in frontal view as well as off-frontal orientations at 3°and 6°to the left and right. The size of all stimuli was 7°· 8.5°.
Procedure
Each participant completed three sessions-Familiar, Unfamiliar, and Baseline. The Familiar session began with a learning phase during which four faces were repeatedly presented along with their fictional names and occupations. Nine different views of each face were created (frontal and 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90°rotated to the left or right) and presented in a sequential manner, twice clockwise and twice counter-clockwise (Fig. 1) . Each image was presented for 1 s. At the end of the learning phase, a recognition test was conducted to verify the participant's familiarity with the faces. All participants were able to achieve 100% person recognition before proceeding to the aftereffect task.
The aftereffect task consisted of the following regime. Participants were first exposed for 5 s to an adapting face image chosen randomly from the four previously learned faces. A central fixation point appeared at the end of this exposure for 2 s. Test stimuli were randomly chosen from the five orientations (frontal; 3°and 6°to the left or right) and presented at one of the four corners (upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right) of the monitor for 400 ms in order to avoid possible low-level, locationspecific aftereffects. The center of the test image was located at approximately 10.5°away from the central fixation point, at one of four following angles-45°, 135°, 225°, or 315°. Participants were allowed to alter their fixation to the test stimulus and report whether they perceived it to be oriented to the left or right by way of a key press. An inter-trial interval of 5 s was used.
The adapting and test stimuli during the Familiar session consisted only of the four previously learned faces. In the Unfamiliar session, a battery of 16 novel faces was used. In Experiment 1, the adapting and test stimuli for both Familiar and Unfamiliar sessions within each trial were of the same face identity (e.g., the face of Joe, shown from different viewpoints). In Experiment 2, the test faces in both sessions were different from the adapting faces.
In the first experiment, each session consisted of 320 trials as follows-80 presentations of each familiar face during the Familiar, and 20 presentations of each unfamiliar face during the Unfamiliar session, both divided equally between right and left adapting orientations. In the second experiment, the Familiar session consisted of 360 trials-90 presentations of each familiar face, divided equally between right and left adapting orientations. As with the first experiment, each unfamiliar face in the Unfamiliar session was presented 20 times for a total of 320 trials. The order of Familiar and Unfamiliar sessions was counterbalanced across participants.
The faces used in both sessions were presented without adaptation during the Baseline session. Participants were asked to decide which direction the test stimuli were facing (left or right). The Baseline session was only administered after the two sessions were completed.
Results
Experiment 1
The proportion of trials in which the test stimuli were perceived to be facing the opposite direction relative to the adapting stimuli is plotted against orientation angles of test stimuli and shown in Fig. 2 . The logistic function, 1/(1 + exp (a À b * v)) was fitted to the data. a and b are free parameters that determined the midpoint and the slope of the psychometric function. The orientation angles of the test stimuli were labeled with respect to those of the adapting stimuli such that they were the same or opposite to the direction of adapting stimuli. The points of subjective equality were extrapolated at the threshold of 0.5 from the psychometric function for each experimental session and indicated as U for the Unfamiliar and F for the Familiar session.
Baseline scores were calculated based on orientation-discrimination accuracy. Paired T-tests between accuracy scores obtained for test stimuli oriented 3°to the left and right, and 6°to the left and right revealed no significant differences in the baseline perception of these stimuli.
The bias in perception produced by a viewpoint-dependent aftereffect has been found to be in the opposite direction to the adapted viewpoint (Fang & He, 2005) . Therefore, the repulsive bias in perception was more likely to be observed with test stimuli that are in frontal view or those oriented in the same direction as adapting stimuli. Indeed, with these test stimuli, a consistent leftward shift from baseline scores was observed in both experimental sessions.
In order to examine possible differences in viewpoint-dependent aftereffects observed in Familiar and Unfamiliar sessions, the respective differences from Baseline at the selected test stimuli (Same 6, Same 3, 0) were submitted to a two-way ANOVA (session · test stimuli). Main effects of session and test stimuli were both significant (F (1,5) = 114.86, p < 0.001 for session; F (2, 10) = 5.31, p < 0.05 for test stimuli; Greenhouse-Geisser correction). Interaction between the two factors was not significant.
Test stimuli oriented in the same direction as the adapting stimuli were more likely to be perceived to be facing away from the adapting stimuli. Adaptation to both familiar and unfamiliar faces produced repulsive viewpoint-dependent aftereffects. However, this shift in perception of viewpoints was shown to be greater following adaptation to a familiar face. These viewpoint-dependent aftereffects were obtained when the adapting and test stimuli were of the same face identities. A notable feature of the viewpoint-dependent aftereffect is that it transfers across different exemplars within the same category (Fang & He, 2005) . A second experiment was therefore conducted to investigate whether the viewpoint-dependent aftereffect induced by a familiar face influences the subsequent perception of a different familiar face.
Experiment 2
In this experiment, the adapting and test images were of different identities in both Familiar and Unfamiliar sessions. The Familiar session consisted of 360 trials, and the Unfamiliar, 320 trials. All other aspects and parameters of the experiment were identical to Experiment 1.
The proportion of trials in which test stimuli were perceived to be oriented in the opposite direction to the adapting stimuli is shown in Fig. 3 . The psychometric function for the performance in the Unfamiliar session showed a consistent leftward shift from the baseline performance across all test stimuli.
Familiar adapting faces, on the other hand, appeared to have induced a significant disruption in the subsequent perception of viewpoint, as the performance was near the chance level across all test stimuli. Indeed, a logistic function was not able to fit the data due to the relatively constant level of performance across the test stimuli. A repeated ANOVA on the performance from the Familiar session revealed a non-significant main effect of the test stimuli.
Discussion
We investigated the effect of viewpoint on aftereffect phenomena by using a selective adaptation approach with both familiar and unfamiliar faces. When adapting and test stimuli were of the same identity, adaptation to familiar and unfamiliar faces viewed from a particular angle produced similar shifts in the subsequent perception of viewpoint. However, when different faces were used for adapting and test stimuli, familiar adapting images produced a viewpoint-dependent aftereffect that was qualitatively distinct from that produced by unfamiliar adapting images. Category-specific transfer of a systematic viewpoint-dependent aftereffect was observed with unfamiliar faces. Together, our results suggest that repulsive viewpoint-dependent aftereffects produced by familiar faces are identity-specific.
Our failure to obtain a systematic within-category transfer of the viewpoint-dependent aftereffect with familiar faces may be attributed to the additional processing of the changed, familiar identities. The presentation of a different, yet familiar, test face after prolonged exposure to a familiar adapting face may cause activation of semantic information associated with the newly presented face. This new activation of information may have interfered with the processing of the viewpoint information, thus producing the near-chance performance when the identities of the adapting and test faces were different.
Familiar faces are believed to be represented in a viewinvariant manner (Bruce & Young, 1986) . Given the discovery of viewpoint-dependent aftereffects with complex images (Fang & He, 2005) , we asked whether a similar effect persists with familiar faces and if so, could the nature of the phenomenon provide further insight into the neural mechanisms that mediate the abstract nature of familiar faces. Fang and He (2005) suggested on the basis of their results that neurons mediating the perception of viewpoint are organized in a manner similar to orientation-selective neurons in earlier cortical areas.
We sought to examine whether the existence of view-invariant representations of familiar faces are susceptible to viewpoint-dependent aftereffects. Our finding that selective adaptation to familiar faces influenced the subsequent perception of viewpoint suggests that the neural assemblies mediating familiar face perception are functionally linked to biological processing of viewpoint information. However, the manner in which these neurons are activated in response to familiar and unfamiliar faces appears to differ, as suggested by the distinct nature of the viewpoint-dependent aftereffect induced by these separate images. A systematic transfer of the aftereffect to other faces was observed with unfamiliar faces, thus replicating findings from a previous study (Fang & He, 2005) , which suggested category-specificity of a viewpoint-aftereffect. However, a Fig. 3 . Results from Experiment 2 in which adaptor and test images were of different faces. The mean psychometric functions for viewpoint judgments for the Baseline and Unfamiliar conditions. A logistic function was not able to fit the data from the Familiar condition. The solid horizontal line indicates the threshold for the point of subjective equality (.5). The point of subjective equality was extrapolated for the Unfamiliar condition only. Bars indicate standard errors. similar within-category transfer of the aftereffect was not observed with familiar faces.
The bias in perception induced by adaptation has long been attributed to decreased sensitivity of neurons selectively recruited during adaptation (McCollough, 1965; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987; Yoshida, 1978) . The brief impairment in perception of orientation following selective adaptation to familiar face images suggests that neurons processing information about viewpoints were involved in the processing of familiar adaptor images. Significantly reduced orientation-judgment performance following adaptation to different but familiar face images provides support for this argument.
Facial familiarity is achieved through the acquisition of semantic information and multiple exposures to the images under different viewing conditions (Bruce & Young, 1986) . The accumulation of different images of a familiar face is likely to be crucial in the formation of an abstract representation of the face. Once the abstract, view-invariant representation has formed, the overall activation of viewpoint-selective neurons may provide easier access to semantic information, enabling identification of the face despite alterations in viewpoint. An important and unanswered question in face perception research concerns the transitional nature of the neural representation as unfamiliar faces become familiar and the corresponding conversion from a view-dependent to a view-invariant representation.
